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Student Society to Build links with NNUH
We are lucky to have such a pleasant hospital
on the doorstep of our campus. But however
light and however contemporary the design,
hospitals are buildings encasing strange
smells, noises and sights which culminate to
provide a disorientating theatre of human
suﬀering for those who, for whatever reason,
arrive there. This dramatisation is unavoidably
public despite the use of those delicate yellow
bay-curtains which float around the beds. It is
perhaps not surprising that acute confusional
state is something which complicates so many
medical situations and it is perhaps not
surprising that so many people dislike going to
hospital. Conceivably, even for those who
know the workings of the hospital like an old
friend and have grown begrudgingly attached
to those now familiar noises of bleeps,
monitors and shouts a little respite would be
welcome.
That is certainly how I felt one morning
when I was welcomed to a day’s placement at
the NNUH by a terrified and feeble old lady
being wheeled on a bed with desperate speed
by staﬀ members who tried to calm her over
the shrill cries of her pain. This occurred as I
ambled into the East Atrium, past the small
newsagents and the few rows of seats upon
which people would eat their lunch later that
day. I felt it must be peculiar for the general
public to see such a sight while visiting
relatives or friends; it is easy to forget the
privilege of our gaze and easy to forget how
many people think very little of our world until
they are in desperate need of it. It is certainly
easy to forget that a sight we have become
more immune to, such as the lady described
above, may be a sight that could shock or
deeply aﬀect those more sheltered from ill
health.

Thus it was with great pleasure that
upon my return to that side of the hospital later
in the day I was welcomed not by shouts or
mechanical beeps but by the gentle sounds of
someone playing the piano in the chapel. I
stopped to listen for a while and looked to my
left to see a cabinet housing a display about
nursing here in the early 1940’s. For ten
minutes while I read the exhibition and listened
to the music I felt a slight detachment from the
hospital environment which was refreshing. I
then had an idea that we, a medical school
rich with individual talents that often go for
years hidden in cupboards gathering dust,
could enhance the hospital with music and art.
Thus I began making enquiries and found
myself ignorant of the hugely successful art
projects which the hospital already has in
place. Emma Jarvis runs the arts department
and is continually trying to develop the
hospital with new exhibitions and events. She
was thrilled by this idea to improve the
experience of the hospital and simultaneously
expand ties between our medical school and
the hospital.
The ball is now rolling and the ‘launch
party’ of the newly formed ‘Medical
Humanities Society’ will be happening on
Friday 13 th in the West Atrium with a
performance of Mozart by our string quartet.
This is the beginning of what I hope will be an
exciting and important new venture. We will
not stop with music: there will be creative
writing courses for patients, artwork for the
walls and performances or readings for anyone
who wishes to listen. If you are keen to be
involved, please do get in touch with me at
m.gerlach@uea.ac.uk and if you are around
the hospital on the 13th, swing by at 2:30 for
some pleasant respite from placement.
Matt Gerlach
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Anatomy and Art
Anatomy and Art. Art and Anatomy. Anartomy. However you
put it, these two subjects are inextricably linked. Although
recent decades have seen an increased segregation of art and
science, both subjects share a common ancestor –
observation of the human form. A complete history of anatomy
and art is probably a little beyond the remit of this piece, but a
potted history should fill an article nicely and allow me to
disregard anything that might undermine my case.
Art is a particularly odd side eﬀect of being human. Certainly
you can make elephants paint by handing them a brush and
aiming them at a canvas, and bowerbirds create beautiful
architecture in their quest for hot, lady bower action, but no
other species is driven by the same compulsion to create
that’s found in Homo sapiens. Even in the earliest, most
diﬃcult days of being human, we strove to represent ourselves
and those around us. As these representations became more
nuanced artists increasingly looked to the human form for
instruction. The enlightened approach of the ancient Greeks
(we’ll ignore the rampant pederasty) placed a big emphasis on
the study of anatomy, establishing the first known school to
use cadavers and starting to understand the role of key
organs.
Similarly, art began to step away from rigid Egyptian methods
of depicting humans – drawing 21 equal squares and counting
out the position of structures – to more studied approaches,
for example measuring body parts in proportion to one
another. Figures no longer had to walk like an Egyptian,
symmetry could be abandoned in favour of realistic postures
and the application of musculoskeletal anatomy produced
sculptures that no longer implied the body, but accurately
described bone, muscle and risibly small genitalia.
The middle ages were something of an awkward adolescence
for Anartomy. Humours were unbalanced, trepanning was in
the ascendency and, driven by the church, figurative art largely
returned to stylised two-dimensional figures. Although Galen
was able to finally dispel the idea that arteries carried air, there
were more hits than misses in medieval science.
Like all ugly ducklings, unpleasant teenage years gave way to
beautiful cygnine maturity – in this case, the Renaissance.
Andreas Vesalius was busy compiling the first core text - De
humani corporis fabrica – an ambitious work that compiled
unparalleled knowledge and discovery with some of the most
beautiful and creative anatomical illustrations ever seen
(skeleton holding his own skin bag, anyone?).
Meanwhile, renowned polymath, inventor and strong-man
Leonardo da Vinci used his position and influence to study
cadaveric material at a time when many scientists were denied
access. Sculptors reignited the fire started by the ancient
Greeks and once again figurative art pushed the boundaries of
realism and representation.
Since that peak both Anatomy and Art have continued to
develop, but are becoming increasingly discrete. There are

exceptions of course; at the turn of the century, Henry Tonks, a
former surgeon and anatomist, would go on to become the
Professor of Fine Art at the Slade. His portraits of wounded
soldiers pre- and post-facial surgery not only provide a
fascinating record of medical development, but have a
humanity rarely seen in textbooks.
Few fine art degrees oﬀer their students the chance to study
the human body, figurative art pushed out by the rise of
conceptualism – a movement that champions the idea over
execution – and a trend precipitated by Duchamp’s infamous
urinal incident*. Not to say that conceptualism has rung a
death knell for anatomy in art (notoriously, whatever Damien
Hirst doesn’t plagiarise from other artists, tends to be based
on anatomical and medical imagery), but direct study through
life drawing is no longer seen as an essential skill.
Similarly, few medical degrees encourage artistic examination
by their students. In fact, only the most enlightened, forward
thinking and generally wonderful universities would consider
providing artistic opportunities to their medical students.
Coincidentally, UEA happens to be one of those far-sighted
institutions and from next year life drawing will be oﬀered as a
5 session Studies Allied to Medicine (SAM) module.
So why should you choose it? Firstly, you should take a break
– you’ve earned it. These sessions will be relaxed evenings of
music and sketching, and for many people the focus that
comes from manipulating graphite on paper allows them to
switch oﬀ from the stresses of life and work. This module is
also designed to be a chance to improve your observation
skills and apply your anatomical knowledge to a variety of
human figures. Many students mistakenly view the body as a
series of distinct regions and life drawing is a great way to see
how the body works as a whole.
If you think you might be interested in the module please send
any questions my way at charlie.james@uea.ac.uk. I’d love to
hear any suggestions for what people would like from the
sessions or ideas for how they’d want it to run.
Charlie James
*NB. Not to be confused with George Michael’s infamous urinal
incident, Duchamp entered a urinal on a plinth into an art exhibition in
the early 1900s. Some in the art world were shocked, but this was a
landmark act in challenging the idea of what art could be and allowing
concepts to take precedence over conventional notions of aesthetics
or artistic ‘skill’ – the art was merely a vessel to convey the artist’s
ideas. This event has led to some of the most mind-numbingly
pretentious art you’re likely to see.
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A History of Nasal Reconstruction
During SSS, I was fortunate enough to observe a nasal
reconstruction procedure - the forehead flap. This
operation involves taking a flap of skin (containing an
artery to maintain blood supply) from the patient’s
forehead, turning it around on its pedicle, and attaching it
to the nose to restore shape.
I had assumed that the procedure was a relatively recent
addition to medical practice, so I was amazed to discover
how far it has been traced back.
The earliest records of nasal reconstruction come from
India in around 600 BC. At that time nasal amputation
was a common punishment for minor crimes such as
adultery, and was meant to shame the culprit for the rest
of their lives, making rehabilitation into society nigh on
impossible. A surgeon going by the name of Sushruta
living in this period documented the procedure in his
treatise, the Sushruta Samhita. Although there are
obvious differences, such as the use of leaves to create
flap templates and the insertion of the hollow stems of the
castor oil plant into the nostrils to aid breathing and
support the shape, the procedure itself holds many
similarities to the procedure carried out today.

Demand for nasal reconstruction increased in Europe
during the 16th century with an outbreak of syphilis, which
was a greatly stigmatised disease. With no effective
treatment available, syphilis had devastating effects
including a classic saddle-nose deformity, instantly
recognisable to the rest of the community. The Branca
family in Sicily practised the so-called Indian method
described by Sushruta, and later an Italian surgeon by
the name of Gaspare Tagliacozzi began practising an
“Italian method”- a flap would be taken from the upper
arm instead of a sire on the face. The arm would have to
be held immobile above the head for around two weeks
with bandages whilst the graft attached before the flap
could be separated from the arm and shaped. This did
not leave a scar on the forehead but was extremely
uncomfortable for the patient, and so this method fell out
of favour.
In the late 18th century, articles describing the so-called
Indian method were published in the Madras Gazette and
the Gentleman’s Magazine, sparking interest in the
procedure across Europe. In England, J.C Carpue
published his account of two successful operations in
1816, after 20 years of practising on cadavers. The
procedure has been evolving ever since to achieve the
best aesthetic results for the patient and to minimise
complications.
During World War One, servicemen would return home
disfigured from the front having sustained horrific facial
injuries from gunshot, shrapnel or fire. Harold Gillies, a
surgeon with the British Army Medical Corps, saw the
scale of these injuries and requested that the army
opened their own plastic surgery hospital, which was
granted and was situated in Sidcup. Here, he conducted
thousands of facial reconstruction procedures (a forehead
flap conducted by Gillies is seen in the image) and
pioneered a type of flap with a tubular pedicle to try and
protect against infection.
Though there have been some major changes to the
safety and aesthetic results of plastic surgery over the
course of history, one sentiment remains the same: “We
restore, rebuild, and make whole those parts which
nature hath given, but which fortune has taken away. Not
so much that it may delight the eye, but that it might buoy
up the spirit, and help the mind of the afflicted.” - Gaspare
Tagliacozzi.
Jessica Veasey

Comment Piece: The NHS and Politics
The further I get into my healthcare training, the more
I realise how disillusioned and out of touch politicians
are with the NHS. It’s one of the major talking points
of every general election, second to the cost of living.
It costs more than £115 billion to run, and takes up a
large amount of the national budget.
Since the Tory party were elected in 2010, the NHS
has suﬀered financially; with its budget only rising
marginally, however the NHS should be considered
lucky since many areas of public spending received
heavier sentences – with the welfare budget as low
as it was in 1930 (pre-NHS) in real terms. As we look
to the future, NHS demands can only get worse, as
people's expectations continue to rise, new costly
treatments are discovered and population continues
to age.
The NHS five year forward published in October
2014, outlined how we would need a funding gap of
£30 billion to meet the funding gap by 2020. £22
billion of this can be met (optimistically) by
productivity improvements, so streamlining the NHS,
however it’s important to mention here that the NHS
is one of the most eﬃcient healthcare systems in the
world, second only to Ireland - our paler but sexier
cousin. To get back to the main point, the parties
have told us, future patients of the NHS, that they can
supply this £8 billion by 2020 and this how they plan
to do it:
•

•

Conservatives: They don’t really give a ****.
The NHS is not even one of their 6 main
election points. They do however plan to
allocate the £2 billion necessary. Hurrah! Hold
on though, where is this money from? Part of
it (£700 million) was already allocated to the
NHS and some if it will come from banking
fines for the year 2015/16 – although, we still
don’t how the other years will be funded.
Labour: They have put the NHS at the front
and centre of their campaign (like they always
do). They have pledged £2.5 billion every year
until 2020, this is for man power mainly –
20,000 more nurses, 8,000 GPs and 3,000
more midwives. They launched their 10 year
plan for health and care in January, but failed
to mention the fairly important NHS five year
forward. They plan to repeal the Health and
Social Care Act 2012 and tackle competition
for NHS contracts. Mansion tax, tax
avoidance crackdown and increasing taxes on
tobacco firms are the means in which Labour
would finance their 10 year plan.
Unfortunately, none of this money would be
available in the first year of government.

•

Liberal Democrats: They are pledging at
least £3 billion a year, and the main winner in
this deal would be Mental Health – a long term
priority of theirs.

•

UKIP: Immigration is to blame for all our
countries problems, so UKIP plan to stop
immigrants from using the NHS. They don’t
plan on giving any money to the NHS and
admit they might even get rid of the NHS. Oh,
and they really hate hospital care parking
prices.

•

Green Party: They want to introduce new
taxation, the NHS tax, to help keep health
spending at around the European Average.

It seems sinful to mention the issue of privatisation
when discussing NHS, however it's debated daily.
Circle, a private health provider, recently pulled out of
Hitchingbrooke hospital, the first (semi) private one.
As the hospital continues to spiral, it turns to
international health workers to support the gap –
something UKIP would probably choke on.
Sixty five percent of people are very or quite satisfied
with NHS, down from the 70% all time high in 2010
before the new coalition government. What we have
ask ourselves now is, where do we go next?
Liban Ahmed

Note From The Editor;
Owing to the divisive nature of politics and opinion,
and bearing in mind a response to a previous article in
a previous issue, I would like to make it clear that all
views expressed are those of the authors, and may
not reflect that of Norwich Medical School or UEA.
We at the murmur encourage free expression where it
does not unfairly malign or misrepresent - and we
further encourage all readers to formulate opinions on
the issues that matter to them. If anybody would like
to write for us expressing these views, then please do
make contact.
PS: Don’t forget to register to vote in the general
election!

An Ode to Student
Cooking
At this point you must be aware
That life is far from fair.
One moment you’re cream of the crop,
Next you’re facing an inevitable drop.
Before you sit the tools of this trade
As all motivation begins to fade.
On your phone screen a recipe for disaster
Could your heart be beating any faster?
Like a hostage following forced instructions
You slice and dice your way to destruction.
Then you slump before the chopping board,
Remembering the ingredient you foolishly
ignored.
A rummage through your flatmate’s food
Suggests that this is far from good.
You almost accepted that all is doomed
Until that dangerous idea loomed.
You grab the ketchup to replace passata
As if you’re some sort of culinary master.
In goes the impostor as you slowly discover
This is a meal you’ll never recover.
With a flick of the wrist and look of sin,
You chuck the mess into the bin.
With a sigh of relief and sweet release,
You order yourself your local Chinese.
Rahul Mehta

Teddy Bear Hospital
Conference
On Saturday 28th February, a few members of the
UEA Teddy Bear Hospital society, went down to
St Bart’s in London to attend, the annual Teddy
bear hospital conference. With many university
students in attendance; some coming as far as,
Glasgow, to represent their society, we were in
great company.
The Teddy Bear Hospital is a society, led by
medical students who go into schools in the local
area surrounding UEA, to teach classes of
children, ranging from ages 4 -8 about health and
medical related subjects. Teaching is fun and
informal and takes the shape of multiple stations
– where children can learn anything from healthy
eating, body parts, X-rays or about surgery; they
even have the chance to bring in their poorly
teddies to see our wonderful teddy bear doctors.
The conference started with a few presentations
about the diﬀerences and similarities amongst
the universities in terms of the stations they run
and how their society is funded, as well as
focusing on some of the problems we encounter
whilst working with children and how we
overcome them.
Next we had a talk from a very hilarious and
charming children’s entertainer and author James
Campbell, about communication with children.
Lunch was hosted in the beautiful Pathology
museum based in the Hospital, where we also
had the chance to view Posters from all the
universities, show oﬀ our home made surgery
bear Freddy (Thank you Jenny!); as well as meet
the giant Teddy bear mascot!! In the afternoon we
were split into groups to take part in workshops.
We had a go at some art therapy and drawing
what we would consider ourselves to look like if
we were trees. Then followed a session on how
to communicate with children with a hearing and/
or sight impairment, which was very useful.
Our day ended with a lecture from Dr Matthew
Barry, a consultant orthopaedic surgeon at the
Royal London Hospital on paediatric trauma.
Overall, the day was fun filled and interesting. It
was a great way to interact with medical students
from other universities and take away some hints
and tips on how to improve our events that we
run here at UEA.
ALL BUDDING TEDDY BEAR DOCTORS CAN
APPLY TO BE PART OF THE COMMITTEE FOR
THIS FUN AND EXCITING CHARITY.
HEAD
OVER TO FACEBOOK ‘TEDDY BEAR HOSPITAL
UEA’ TO FIND OUT ABOUT THE ROLES AND
SUBMIT
YOUR
MANIFESTOS
TEDDYBEARHOSPITAL.UEA@GMAIL.COM.
Helena Adjei, Publicity Oﬃcer

BUSOG Medical Student Day 2015
The British Undergraduate Society of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology held their annual Medical Students’ day at
the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists in
February.
This was my second year attending, and despite my high expectations - I was not let down.
I entered medical school already knowing that I wanted
to specialise in obstetrics and gynaecology, however, I
was somewhat scared that for some reason I would not
enjoy the speciality once I got to it. Four years is a long
time to wait to find out. So a day in London with a group
of like-minded people seemed like the perfect
opportunity to confirm or reject my hypothesis that this is
my specialty.
The morning sessions consisted of presentations from
people at all stages of their obstetrics and gynaecology
journeys. There were medical students presenting their
obstetrics and gynaecology electives,
a final year
medical student talking about how to maximise your
chances of getting into obstetrics and gynaecology
training, registrars taking about the early years and
consultants taking about the good, bad, ugly and ever
after of their specialty, as well as the diﬀerent subspecialties.
They confirmed my fears (long hours, strenuous on calls
and high rates of litigation) and confirmed my hopes
(reason to get out of bed in the morning, great rewards
and sense of fulfilment. Who wouldn’t want to share a
couple or family’s most precious moments?).

Although that morning session is excellent, the afternoon
is my favourite. This is when all the clinical equipment
comes out and we all get to play. Whether you want to
have a go at inserting contraceptives, doing intravaginal
ultrasound, delivering babies with ventouse or forceps
(shoulder dystocia optional) or repairing an episiotomy,
you’re on. You know you love the specialty when you put
a plastic baby with the legs attached back to front onto a
plastic bottom half of a lady and go “It’s a….who knows,
but it’s yours!” with tears in your eyes.
I entered the building in the morning with a sense of awe
and inspiration, knowing that this is where I will
(hopefully) come for my specialty exams. I left in the
afternoon floating on clouds, with the biggest smile on
my face. I don’t have to wait until 4th year – I know that
this is my thing.
BUSOG hosts a medical students’ day every year.
Admission is free (and you get lunch!) and a certificate to
add to your portfolio. Best of all, you get to spend a day
with people equally obsessed with obstetrics and
gynaecology. Even if you are not that obsessed (yet),
you get to find out what it is all about and why so many
people love it.
To find out more, go to http://busog.org.uk/
Anne Thorell

Student Research Projects - A Firsthand Account
Hypothesis: “Getting involved in research is a good thing
to do as a medicine undergraduate and looks great on
your CV”
Study Aim: Get published
Rationale: Points = prizes.
Ethics: Entirely self-serving
Methods: er.. ??
The fabled 2 extra points for publications available on the
foundation programme application scheme, to many are
akin to the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. A myth,
a legend, so close yet ultimately unobtainable.

I am aware that seeking research solely with the intention
of points is not exactly the correct and proper way to do
it, and hardly provides a real justification, but medicine is
competitive, so I thought I’d give it a go. Who knows, I
might learn something?
My advisor oﬀered me a project involving monitoring
exercise activity in school children. My role was to do
some of the admin, a lot of the running around and later
a whole load of excel data entry.

It’s a given that as an undergraduate, what will be
required is to undertake hours of menial jobs, to pretend
to understand technical terminology and to complete
tasks that are not entirely relevant to that OSCE which is
only 2 days away, all in the hope of that illustrious
PubMed ID.

Summary of Results: Will there be a publication at the
end of it? I don’t know. The data we collected was not
that strong, and proved to be statistically significant to
the opposite of what we expected/wanted.
Having gone into the project with a narrow, entirely selfcentred aim, I did not genuinely expect to enjoy the
process of devoting myself to one sole project. But I did.
So much so that I have applied for an intercalated MRes,
researching Public Health. Who saw that coming?

However, actually finding a project which straddles the
uncertain position between worthy of your time, yet not
quite that of someone already qualified, with potential
rewards at the end of it, is to put it lightly, diﬃcult.

Somewhat fortuitously, and without intention my
erroneous motives and actions revealed to me an
exciting discovery. Just like research is supposed to.
Ryan Love

